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This sound shocked everyone present.

The originally lively field immediately calmed down.

Everyone stared at Levi.

Quiet to the point where the needle can be heard!

Levi’s smile was weird, and everyone was terrified.

The fear deep in everyone’s heart was hooked up.

As if Levi in front of him was a demon.

Even the Dark God felt a biting cold at this moment.

That is the purest killing intent!

Even the Dark God doesn’t know what’s wrong, it’s obviously an ant-like
existence, how does it look different now.

And Levi’s words are very simple.

They voted for the “dead” decision…

But this death is not for him!

But to the Dark God and their more than four thousand people!



It turned out that Levi had been silently waiting for the result, which was what it
meant.

Let them vote for their own destiny!

They voted to die by themselves, and chose to die by themselves!

They were voting for themselves! ! !

High-end hunters often appear as prey! ! !

Everyone regards Levi as a prey, and uses him to play a voting game to decide
life and death.

But who would have thought that the more than four thousand people they voted
are the real prey, and real hunters have been waiting for them to vote by
themselves.

“boom!!!”

After understanding all this, everyone had a cold back, numb scalp, and a chill
rushed from the bottom of their feet to the sky.

Are they the prey?

They just decided their own life and death?

Everyone looked at Levi incredulously.

Levi smiled and said, “You voted for death, no wonder I am!”

Levi’s smile was like a god of death.

Seeing everyone panicked, their whole bodies were trembling.

At this moment, they all felt death.



But after a while, the Dark God was the first to react.

“Sure enough, you still have some abilities! At least it can confuse people! Did
you practice a little magic magic?”

The dark god stared at Ye Junlindao.

Just now they were temporarily absent and fearful, and the Dark God thought
that Levi could not do it.

With his strength, he is no different from the ants.

It is impossible to make them fearful.

The only possibility is that Levi used a spell, which made them fear.

Apart from this, no one can think of anything else.

After being reminded by the Dark God, the haze in everyone’s hearts was swept
away, and they were not afraid.

It turned out that Levi had just used the illusion technique, no wonder he was so
terrible and scared everyone.

Everyone thought that Levi really had this strength!

“Haha, this Levi is still a bit capable! Although the strength is medium in this era!
But you all just saw it, this kid has used a little illusion to fool us!”

“He has a lot of means. If he continues to keep it, he is definitely a great threat!”

“So my proposal is right! Kill him!”

Said the Eighteen Dark Angels who advocated killing Levi.



He is the archangel among the eighteen dark angels and the strongest among
the eighteen people.

He is also a strong man on the list of gods!

Still ranked tenth!

The terrible combat power made Qilin and Wesley all look up.

It was almost equal to Ye Wudaozhiliu.

This time even the Underworld God and the others nodded one after another:
“Indeed! This time it is indeed our incomplete consideration! Levi really wants to
kill!”

“If you let him go back this time, Bao Qi, this guy won’t reveal our secrets! It
really should be killed!”

…

Even the Dark God stood up and nodded: “Levi is too scheming! Even if you are
much stronger than him, you may not be able to beat him!”

“Is it stronger than me?”

Levi smiled.

He suddenly raised his fist and threw a punch…
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This fist Levi flicked without warning, and no one reacted.

The archangel standing at the forefront bears the brunt, his fist enveloped in his
retina.



Just dumbfounded! ! !

Levi’s punch came out like a heavy cannon, bombarding the archangel’s chest.

“boom!!!”

With a dull noise, the body of the archangel in everyone’s eyes suddenly
exploded and turned into a cloud of blood!

“Shit!”

The blood mist splashed, and the faces and bodies of everyone around were
splashed with hot blood!

Dumbfounded!

Underworld god dumbfounded!

Dark angels are dumbfounded!

Everyone present was dumbfounded!

Everyone stood there like walking dead.

Including the dark god was also stunned.

Incredible!

Horrible!

Subvert everything!

…

Is it normal for Levi to kill a person? normal!



Is it normal for Levi to smash a person into blood mist? Also normal!

After all, Levi is not an ordinary person, no matter how weak he is, he is also a
moderately strong person in this era.

But the one that Levi smashed into a bloody mist just now was the strongest
archangel among the eighteen dark angels, and his combat power could rank
among the top ten on the gods list!

What is the concept of the top ten in the gods list?

The top combat power of this era!

The top ten Sarah became a murderer, but in the end it was won by so many
people.

Especially compared to Levi’s medium strength, it was definitely one in the sky
and one underground.

But such a strong man was blasted into blood mist by Levi’s punch.

This kind of combat power, the words were spread out.

Levi must at least rank in the top three of the gods list.

Shock!

So shocked!

So that everyone can’t relax!

The dark god’s eyes widened, and his eyes were filled with inevitable shock.

This is simply against common sense.

impossible things!



How could Levi?

Not to mention that his strength stayed three years ago, completely eliminated by
the present.

He is still stabbed with a hundred knives. It is still a special weapon of Maya
Industry, and his strength is greatly reduced.

It is estimated that more than half of the four thousand people present can kill
Levi.

But Levi blasted the archangel with a punch!

how is this possible?

Do not believe!

No one wants to believe it!

As if everything in front of me was a dream.

But the blood on the face is hot!

The archangel disappeared on the spot and I saw it with my own eyes!

It seems that this is the truth!

“Next!”

“boom!”

Before everyone could react, Levi punched the second and second angel of the
eighteenth dark angel again.

“Snapped!”



It was like a big watermelon being exploded, splashing red juice.

“Next!”

“boom!”

The three angels were blown up.

…

Four angels!

Five angels!

…

Eight angels!

Soon the eight angels were blown up by Levi!

Everyone solves it with one punch, and there is no chance of resistance at all.

With a punch, the dark cage can be broken open!

Not to mention these weak chicken waste!

Isn’t it one punch?

The blood spattered all over the base, and the pungent smell of blood was
disgusting.

…

“what!!!”



The people who reacted fled around, looking at Levi as if they were looking at the
devil.

There were screams.

Splashing blood!

Some strong men have already begun to fight back.

It was a subconscious reaction.

“puff!”

“puff!”

…

But Levi struck out with a punch, blasting the enemy in front of him.

The eighteen dark angels took turns to attack.

But the last one died!

The body exploded and burst into blood mist, leaving nothing.

Except for the evil gods, the other eighteen dark angels were all killed.

…

“Levi is not the strength of three years ago! He is super powerful!”

“He doesn’t look injured at all! Maya Industries’ weapons are useless to him!”

…

Everyone shouted loudly.



The Dark God also gradually reacted at this time.

“boom!”

An absurd and terrifying thought flashed in his mind.
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Could it be that……

Is it true that what Levi said before is true? ? ?

He opened the dark cage?

Do not!

impossible!

Absolutely impossible!

The Dark God shook his head again and again, not believing this fact at all.

There is no such possibility!

He said it was saved by the superintendent of Tiance Mansion!

Then it must be him!

As for Levi’s terrifying strength?



The Dark God judged that Levi must have been promoted with the help of the
superintendent of Tiance Mansion, and he would not stay three years ago.

It turned out that Levi had been hiding, he deceived the whole world.

“kill him!”

The dark god who reacted immediately gave the order.

“I want to see how strong you are?”

Do not believe!

Do not believe!

Killing the dark god doesn’t believe it either!

The dark god only thinks that Levi’s strength comes from the gods of Tiance
Mansion at most!

It has little to do with him!

Dark God believes that a simple test can tell whether Levi has anything to do with
that man…

“Go! Go on! Go!”

After receiving the order, the masters of the Bible organization have all changed
like individuals.

The eyes were hollow, only killing intent.

They had fled in all directions, but at this moment they all turned into dead men
to kill Ye Jun.

There were also a large number of angels of death.



Waving special metal wings!

Fierce!

“boom!”

But in the next second, an angel of death was caught by Levi.

“Shit!”

Levi forcibly pulled out the metal wings that merged the angel of death with the
flesh!

“Uh!!!”

…

The hysterical screams penetrated the entire island!

One!

Two!

Three!

…

The metal wings of the angel of death were all pulled out by Levi!

There were blood holes behind the angels of death, blood gurgling, making a
screaming scream.

“Next person!!!”

…



“what!!!”

“what!!!”

…

The death angels did not have the power to fight back in front of Levi, even if
they were all controlled by others, they could still feel the pain.

One!

two!

…

Ten!

…

a hundred!

…

Eight hundred!

…

despair!

Deep despair!

No one would have thought that the former king who was slaughtered by anyone
would still be at its peak today.

There is no power to fight back in his hands!



Punch!

Let your various angels have the ability to reach the sky, and use a variety of
techniques.

But Levi is just a punch!

Sometimes, it will tear the angels abruptly!

Invincible!

No match at all!

More and more people are dead, and fewer and fewer people are standing.

The Underworld Gods made horrified sounds from time to time.

Looking at Levi, their hearts were already cold.

Originally thought Levi could be pinched by them.

You can do whatever you want, but who ever thought he was so terrifying.

…

In the blink of an eye, half of more than four thousand people have fallen.

The number of people continues to increase!

Layer after layer of blood!

…

A thousand people are gone again!

Only a thousand people are left!



Looking at Levi in horror, they didn’t dare to step forward.

Even if they are controlled by others, one by one is dead.

But subconsciously they realized that the person in front of them was like a
demon, and they couldn’t provoke them at all.

So they are all scared.

Ignoring the order of the dark god, he kept retreating.

The dark god was also shocked.

I wanted to test whether Levi’s strength had something to do with the
supernatural commander of Tiance Mansion, but what I didn’t expect was that
Levi’s style of play was so simple and rude that there was no technical skill to be
seen.

It is a very simple blow to blow the opponent!

Relying on the fastest speed and the strongest strength.

Especially after Ye Jun came to this realm, everything was back to basics.

That’s it!

There is no way to see what kind of exercises there are, and there is no shadow
of anyone.

Desperate!

Levi stared at the Dark God and sneered: “It’s your turn to try!”
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I don’t know why, at this moment, the Dark God has a feeling of being stared at
by Death.

It seems that Levi is stronger than every opponent that Dark God has
encountered before.

Of course it’s just a feeling.

The dark god will not care.

“Okay, if Levi is like this, let me test how powerful you are!!!”

The dark god uttered a sound.

“Rumble…”

The terrible power in the Dark God is like a flood, and it is completely erupted!

At this moment, the sky broke and the earth cracked, and the sun and the moon
reversed.

The entire sea is boiling.

Even the surrounding countries felt this overbearing and strong momentum, and
they were shocked.

It seems that I have never seen such a strong person before!

This is definitely the strongest shot in the history of Western Continent!

What is the strong one?

However, the terrible breath continues to rise!

A black air current erupted from the Dark God, filling the place.



In an instant this place plunged into darkness.

As if the sun disappeared.

A gloomy to dark breath obscured the sky, and everyone felt fear.

Cold sweat!

The cold invades!

The sound of howling ghosts and wolves came from my ears!

As if countless souls are crying deep…

The sight of a sea of   blood and a corpse mountain appeared in front of him!

This moment is like hell.

The most horrified side was revealed in everyone’s heart!

horrible!

fear!

For the first time, the Dark God displayed his full power!

The Underworld Gods were stunned.

There has never been such a moment!

Dark God will explode with all his strength!

They never thought that the Dark God would be so powerful!

What is it like to see the full dark God for the first time!



Satisfaction for the rest of my life!

It is worthy of defeating the existence of the laboratory of the gods with your own
hands!

It’s worthy of being the number one on the gods list!

Facing such a powerful dark god, Levi felt a little interested.

Everyone was too weak before!

What a strong man!

What Ye Wudao Tiance marshals and others are all scum!

Levi couldn’t even mention the interest in killing them.

After all, who cares about an ant on the ground?

But now the Dark God showed his full strength, and a little aroused his interest.

“laugh!!!”

In the eyes of everyone, the Dark God slowly drew out a long dark knife!

Ground knife! ! !

The earth sword as famous as the sky sword!

As soon as the earth knife came out, the momentum of the dark god became
stronger and stronger, as if to create a nine-nether hell!

Power doubled!

The entire sea is reduced to hell…



The surrounding countries were shocked!

How strong is this?

This this this…

They also heard of the evil god of earth sword, but they saw it for the first time
today.

The power is amazing to this point.

The sky sword is the scorching sun, and the earth sword is the nether hell.

The same horror!

Just as terrible!

But the point is that the Dark God has no idea how long it has been to get the
sword.

The Dark God and the Earth Sword have completed the fusion!

The huge movement created now is the power of the combination of the dark god
and the earth knife!

The fighting power of the Dark God is soaring!

Break through to another situation in one fell swoop!

This is much stronger than Heavenly Sword.

The Marshal Tiance only got the Heaven Sword, but he didn’t fully control the
Heaven Sword, it was still far away.

So now the dark god who controls the sword is terrifying!



“Well! If you are outside, you can split the dark cage!”

Levi nodded approvingly.

“Okay! Levi will let you see! What kind of horror is the sword that smashed the
dark cage! Let you see what the power of the world’s first artifact is! See if the
disciple of Tiance Mansion can catch the blow ?”

The dark god is like the demon god who rules the world.

“come on!”

“Anyway, I have broken one of this kind of artifact!”

Levi smiled.

Attack suddenly.

Hit the ground knife with a punch.

“Crack!”

…
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The sound of metal cracking is wonderful!

Especially at this moment.



It’s more beautiful!

“boom!!!”

Then there was a huge movement of the sky collapsing and the earth sinking.

The clouds in the sky were completely swept away, forming an air wave circle
with a radius of at least tens of thousands of meters.

Suddenly spread!

The terrible atmosphere continued to spread, and all creatures in the sky were
crushed and destroyed.

The sea area where the small island is located was forced to disperse, exposing
the bottom.

The surrounding port and shore triggered a tsunami-like horror scene!

…

The power of this punch is too great.

At this moment, even the communication information of several countries around
was affected.

The base station fails, the grid is paralyzed…

Many technologies have failed.

Half of the Western Continent is in chaos!

Just because of a punch!

People who don’t know think that a force organization has invented a destructive
weapon…



Unprecedentedly powerful!

In this era, what kind of powerhouse, what kind of weapon everyone has never
seen.

The weapon that can instantly paralyze half of the Western Continent is unique!

impossible!

There is no such a strong…

Do not!

One time count!

The strong man who knocked off the Heaven Sword with two fingers when the
Heaven Sword was born!

he can!

Other than that, no more!

Now this movement is too big, right?

But this was not the birth of a new weapon, it was just the aftermath of Levi’s
punch.

On the island.

Levi blasted out with a punch, and the first artifact, the knife, broke and became
two halves…

“puff!”

The Dark God felt the terrifying power, and was directly shocked to vomit blood,
and everything in the body was destroyed at this moment.



That force annihilated everything.

Destroy everything!

To be exaggerated, no matter what is in front of you, as long as you suffer from
this force, you will be shattered!

Heavenly swords and swords are easy, let alone people!

“Kakka…”

What is even more frightening is that the half-cut knife held by the Dark God
shattered at this moment…

Horrified!

Extremely horrified!

Since the Heavenly Sword was smashed to pieces by two fingers, the
same-famous Earth Sword was also smashed to pieces with one punch!

This world is crazy!

Everything that no one dared to imagine happened at this moment.

However, the shock continued.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…

Thousands of people remaining in the field burst into pieces one by one.



Yu Wei is still there! ! !

Blood rain!

There was a rain of blood in front of the God of Darkness, showering the God of
Darkness over and over again.

In the end, except for the Underworld God, everyone else died.

“They voted for death. It has nothing to do with me. I just obeyed their will and
sent them to see God!”

Levi said lightly.

The remaining Underworld Gods are going crazy.

They make out-of-control sounds…

I can’t cry anymore…

Scared to pee?

Has been scared to pee seven or eight times!

The pants are soaked…

crazy!

They have never seen this kind of madness!

This is more terrible than death!

They had long wanted to die like the rest of the dark angels.

But Levi kept them, allowing them to see the whole process.



Watching the death of one person after another, seeing the sword breaking,
seeing the Dark God defeated…

The Dark God felt empty at this moment, and his body did not belong to him.

The dark god looked at Levi incredulously.

“you you you……”

The dark god was so excited that he couldn’t speak.

The meaning of the dark god is that you broke the sky sword with two fingers!
You opened the dark prison yourself!

“The reason why I didn’t smash you with a punch! That’s because I want you to
know everything before you die!”

Levi smiled.

“Wrong! Wrong! Everything is my fault!”

The Dark God shouted in horror.

Say something strange to Levi.

But Levi didn’t care either.

With a single move, the mask of the Dark God fell off…
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Seeing the face of the Dark God, Levi, Ming Xie Shen and others were all
shocked.

Incredible!



It’s incredible!

female!

The Dark God turned out to be a woman!

Everyone thinks that the dark god is a man!

Turns out a woman!

Outrageous!

It’s too ridiculous!

Just because she is a woman, and Sarah has seen her real face, she is very
convinced.

But Levi was also aware of the fact that she was a woman.

The earth sword can merge into the realm of the unity of nature and man, and it
must be a woman.

In addition, when the Dark God said that Tiance Mansion was handsome, his
tone was a little bit resentful.

This shows that there is a story…

Before a few people were shocked.

The body of the dark god exploded suddenly!

The power left by Levi’s punch broke out completely in her body at this
moment…

Infinite questions…



Filled with the minds of the Underworld God and several of them.

But Levi didn’t care much!

Who is the Dark God, and what does it have to do with the superintendent of
Tiance Mansion? It’s a matter of him.

Anyway, he has revenge!

Kill it!

Dyeing for himself and for plum.

The dark god fell.

Levi’s eyes gradually fell on the underworld gods…

The evil gods were frightened mad, but now they calmly looked at Levi.

Anyway, it’s a death.

They also want to be relieved now.

More than 4,000 people died, not a few of them.

“Do you know why I kept you to the end?”

Levi asked.

“No… I don’t know…”

Everyone shook their heads.

“Because you are valuable! I want to control the Bible organization! I want to
become the new dark God!”



Levi was playing with the half-god and half-devil mask.

The Dark God has never seen her face, and those who have been following the
Dark God have never seen her face.

Not to mention that the Dark God is actually a woman.

Now the true dark god is gone.

So everyone can be the God of Darkness.

As long as he has the strength of the dark god, Levi is much stronger than the
dark god.

He came to be the god of darkness, and he couldn’t find it.

Before coming, Levi wanted to destroy the Bible organization directly.

But after I came, I discovered that the Bible Organization actually has one-third of
the world’s power.

This is huge!

The layout of the Dark God in the past few years has been like a huge net that
weaves the whole world together.

This is useful for Levi.

He can’t do things by himself in the future, right?

Not to mention one-third of the forces!

Think about it all exaggerated!

So he temporarily changed his plan to take control of the Bible organization and
replace the Dark God.



The Underworld God and the others quickly understood Levi’s intentions.

“Choose! Either follow me or I kill you, anyway, killing you is easier than trampling
on an ant!”

Ye Jun approached.

The evil gods looked at each other…

They just wanted to be relieved and died.

But now there is hope for life.

Of course they have to choose to give birth.

“We are willing to follow you!”

Several people compromised.

And following Levi’s more development, right now, this is the most powerful man
on the planet, right?

He controls one-third of the forces in this world, that’s not bad!

Their future will take off! ! !

Everyone agreed.

Take Levi into the main control room of the base.

The core secret of the Bible Organization, the password to be opened turned out
to be a facial scan.

To put it bluntly, it is the unique mask on the face of the Dark God.

After all, no one can take it off her face.



It is impossible to copy.

Needless to say, the details of the pattern on the mask, the mask material alone
cannot be known.

In this way, Levi controlled the entire Bible organization in the main control room.

Become the new owner of the Bible Organization!

Seeing everything in the main control room, Levi was shocked.

The biblical organization is really strong, permeating to the point of
pervasiveness.

it turns out……


